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Mohamed Monaiseer, is a story teller who abstracts the idea of passing time and history with renditions and interpretations of the relic, the image

and the written word beyond a comprehensive human understanding. The artist looks at the human being through references of myths, science,

spirituality and the comparative helplessness in relation to the intelligence of animals and nature. Parapsychology, metaphysics and alchemy are

further reading points for Monaiseer’s works, as they move into a spiritual realm and beyond the ability to define a segment of the human mind.

Two large chequered canvases from the series ‘Adrift in the Labyrinth of a Parallel Mind’, wander into the artist’s explorations of the way in which

martyred heroes spent their lives and now lie in a phenomenon of silence. Moving onward into neurological explorations of the brain, Monaiseer

interpreted dissected brain scans of Albert Einstein, a man who referred to himself as a religious non-believer. In the series ‘Mindprints’, the artist

translates personally interpreted stories of the scans into identity patterns that mimic the visuals of fingerprints. The stories created are open to a

reading by any viewer across time and geographies, much like oral stories that change with time for the teller and the listener. The extension of the

line on paper refracts back into a density of words for new brain maps of universal memory stories. Through an identification of the universality of the

line, Monaiseer embodies the possible process of creating magical and meditative situations in mind time.

Mohammed Monaiseer’s (b.1989) practice ranges across drawings and paintings that resemble a heritage craft with references of mystical and

transcendental concepts of mind science and oral histories. Monaiseer received his BA in Educational Art and MFA from Cairo University. His recent

solo exhibitions include Adrift in the Labyrinth of a Parallel Mind, Athr Gallery; Taxidermy Dreams, Alserkal Avenue, Dubai, UAE (2019), and others in

Cairo between 2013 – 18. His participations in group shows and residencies include the Delfina Foundation (2019), Naphta, Khuzam Palace, Jeddah

(2019), Something Else, Darb 1718, Egypt (2018), Riwaq Gallery, Bahrain (2017), and The Bridge, Caravan Arts Europe, USA, Egypt (2015), amongst

others. Monaiseer was the prizewinner in the 25th Youth Salon at the Cairo Opera House (2015). The artist is currently based in Cairo, Egypt.
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Mind print XII; 2019
ink on paper 

11.7” x 8.3”



Mind Print IX; 2019
ink on Paper
14” x 10” each



Mind Print III; 2019
acrylic on canvas
11.7” x 8.3”



Untitled; 2019
acrylic on canvas

61.8” x  90.5”



Untitled; 2019
acrylic on canvas

70.8” x  102”


